
WOOD EXTRALIFE
A new warranty with expanded coverage 

Passion for wood



Quality guaranteed
Cracking, blistering, flaking, chalking – painted wooden elements are subject to  
an array of different defects. Warranty claims can incur significant costs, especially 
after installation. Good to know that Sikkens Wood Coatings has expanded its 
warranty program: now door, window and cladding manufacturers can take  
advantage of Wood Extralife and enjoy peace of mind for up to twelve years for 
opaque systems and seven years for translucent systems. Our experts begin by 
looking at your production facilities and processes to determine your eligibility  
for the warranty program. On approval, AkzoNobel develops a warranty agreement 
with you – at no additional cost. The contract covers a range of typical  
manufacturing defects should they appear in products using Sikkens Wood  
Coatings systems.

Broader coverage
With Wood Extralife, we have expanded warranty coverage not only to include 
cladding elements, but also in terms of the systems used. In most cases, contracts 
require inspections of your facilities by our technicians on an annual basis only.  
In some cases, Wood Extralife can also be modified: manufacturers with individual 
needs and wishes are welcome to talk with their Sikkens Wood Coatings partners 
about possible customisation options.

A promise you can keep
Wood Extralife is designed to enable you to promise excellent quality to your  
customers. It covers doors, windows and cladding manufactured using a broad 
range of systems and a wide spectrum of different hardwoods and softwoods  
typically favoured in the industry across the EMEA region. The warranty, which is 
available throughout EMEA, gives you financial security in the event of claims due 
to cracking, blistering, flaking or chalking as measured according to established 
industry standards. It all adds up to an outstanding business proposition: peace  
of mind and financial security for you and your customers.

Your warranty with extras.  
More peace of mind for exterior  
wood elements.



translucent 

systems

7 YEARS
opaque 

systems

12 YEARS

claddingsdoorswindows

Valid for up to 12 years

Different elements covered

Clear and measurable industry standards

Nature of Decay Measurement Method Limit
Blistering ISO 4628-2 ≤ 2 (S3)
Cracking ISO 4628-4 ≤ 3
Flaking ISO 4628-5 ≤ 3
Chalking ISO 4628-6 ≤ 3

Count on our warranty to  
back your warranty.

Do you want to have a complete 
overview about our new warranty?
Please contact our service representative 
for more information.

www.sikkens-wood-coatings.com
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Passion for wood

www.akzonobel.com

We’ve been pioneering a world of possibilities 

to bring surfaces to life for well over 200 

years. As experts in making coatings, there’s 

a good chance you’re only ever a few meters 

away from one of our products. Our world 

class portfolio of brands – including Dulux, 

International, Sikkens and Interpon – is trusted 

by customers around the globe. We’re active 

in more than 150 countries and have set 

our sights on becoming the global industry 

leader. It’s what you’d expect from the most 

sustainable paints company, which has been 

inventing the future for more than two centuries. 

For more information 

please visit www.akzonobel.com.
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